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Note
Most of the mark-ups are not mine and none of the hi-lights are mine.



























































































































Kathleen
Note
This group is disqualified because they were given arthritis-positive blood to qualify their test kits.  They also were given both vaccine trial contracts.













Kathleen
Note
In his assessment of the Dearborn/Steere proposal, Gary Wormser found that for the proposed IgG panel, 9 of his 59 victims were detected.  That's an accuracy rate of 15%.  See PubMed ID # 8308100 to confirm. 
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Note
This is not how chromatography validations are performed.  Sensitivity, as an FDA Rules Validation goal, shows how *low* in analyte concentration your method detects, not the reverse, which is what these clowns are trying to demonstrate.
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Note
This is the CDC discussing mice, which is not what we're talking about.  This data set is disqualified, therefore, from the summary of contributions to this consensus conference on Steere's proposal.
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Note
This group really slams the crooks over this conference and Steere's antibody panel proposal, so read carefully.
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Note
Sensitivity was 15%, they say.  This means Steere's proposal misses 85% of the cases.  And this is what Wormser and Imugen said was Steere's IgG criteria detection rate,





Kathleen
Note
Here is where all the idiots and crooks sign on to the charade.  Lyme is just relapsing fever and the nature of the relapse is antigenic variation. Therefore any antibodies outside the non-variable flagellin band (41) are moot.  Not to mention ridiculous when you consider OspA is an triacyl lipopeptide, TLR2-agonist and therefore could never be a vaccine since those antigens turn off the antibody response. This is why there is no Tuberculosis vaccine.
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